
rroo 2O, August 1985

Crowded in by the iced cakesl the babies layettes, the rather
tired 3-ooking sponges, kept company by the hand made clocks, this
yearrs entries in the Bookbinding Section at the Ekka even had to
share a case with some hand knitted tableclothst

f went to look at the entries on Sund.ay and although there were

only seven books entered, they were certain)-y worth a visit. The

books were fairly well displayed with covers and end papers clearly
visible - although one wished for a glimpse inside Peter Taylorrs
intriguing tApple Crumbler.

I could not help agreeing with the judge about the first prize.
Fred Pohl-mannfs entry, rThe Australian Heroesf by Geoffrey Dutton
was beautifully executed in red goatskin with inlays and gold and

black tooling. The design of the cover, repeated in the hand made

end papers, echoed the content of the book. Second place went to
G.L. Livesey with an unnamed Chinese tit1e, bound in black with a

complicated go1d1 red and silver dragon snaking across front cover,
spine and back covero The end papers were hand painted sailing scenes

in autumn tones; in my opinion, the binding as a whole lacked harmony.

t hope that all- Brisbane Q.B.G. members took the opportunity to
see the excellent work our members can do. The quality of design
and execution of the entries was high - its a shame the section
was poor in number.

Prizes awarded: First3 tr'. Pohlmannl Seconds G.L. Livesey;
Third! J. McNicol; Highl-y Commend.ed: A.Webbl W. Horton

IjsLr,9.3La!

TORTHCOMING }IEETINGS

August 19

September 15

October 21

Demonstration of headband sewing - June McNicol

More 18th and 19th century publishersr bindings
Arthur Chick
Demonstration of paper conservation and repair -
Tamara Lavrensic
(ffris d.emonstration was moved from July as
Tamara vras not available then)

Group demonstration of oi1 marbling
The meeting wi1L be at ,fune McNico1f s place -
11O Andrew Ave, Tarragindi as it will probably
be too messy to do at Kelvin Grove C.A.E.
There is limited seating, so please bring a camp

stool or alternative if you can.

November 1B
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In Decemb er 1?85, the Danish brigantine rDie Fraumetta

Cathatina von Flensburgr bound from St. Petersburg to Genoa sought

shelter in Plymouth iiound from a strong southwest ga1e.

Unfortunately, it was to no avail as the gale was so strong the ship
broke its anchor and sank. There it remained until 19?3 when divers
from the Plymouth Sound branch of the British Sub Aqua Club found

it whitst searching for an earlier ship sunk in 1691. Not only
did they find the rCatharinarr but also bundles of what appeared

to be dead ke1p, which on investigation turned out to be part of
the original cargo of leather, remarkably preserved after t'*o

centuries of immersion in black mud. It has since been estimated
that hundreds of such bundles are stiI1 to be found in the mudr their
state of preservation improving the deeper in the mud they are buried.

The leather has been examined by experts and pronounced to be

almost certainly reindeer, treated by the traditional Russian method

of tanning with willow bark and currying with birch oil. Much

of it has a lightly embossed grain and is in fact the fanous I diced

Russiar which was such a popular bookbinding leather in the late
eighteenth century. The colour varies from light tan to deep coffee
brown and the hid.es vary in thickness and size - from 1l to 2J sq ft.

As the bundles are salvaged, the leather is washed to remove

the salt, then soaked in a water soluble oil (sperm oiI substitute)
to make it more f1exib1e.

The BSAC is selling the hides through leather worker Robin

Snelson to help with further excavation of the wreck, andt

irrespective of size they are fl55.0O for each hidel plus postage.

If you are interestedr you can inspect samples held by the Hon.

Seeretary who is investigating whether the leather can be adequately
gold tooled. If sufficient people show an interest, we could buy

one skin and divide it up. It would be rather fun to rebind an

eighteenth century book in its contemporary leather.

Visitors to the U.K. may like to see Robin Snelson, 10 High

St, Falmouth, Cornwall TR11 2AB pt (O326) >lllgO ,*ho has a wide

range of goods made from the leather ranging fron a key case

(94.5O) to a doctorrs bag at fl15o.OO as well- as cheaper souvenirs

such as bookmarks and coasters. (Catalogue from the Hon. Sec.)
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May 2Oth provided a great opportunity fon Guild members to
inspect some of the beautiful fine bindings in the State Library.
Under the guidance of Margaret Zerner, Rare Books Librarian, we saw

a series of unique books, mostly bound in the twentieth century,
some in quite spectacular fashion. They ranged from Wa1 Taylorrs
Brisbane Grammar School Annals bound at the Queensland Government

Printing Office and beautiful-1y tooled in the traditional sty1e,
to one of Hugo Pellerrs seductive bindings in subtly coloured morocco
with coloured onlays and featuring his famous white strip onlays.
The book was enclosed in two harmonising leather-covered pull-off
cases. In between were a host of private press items such as the
Limited Editions clubts rExplorations of captain James Cookr bound
in genuine kangaroo and tapa c1oth, and the rl,e Coq drorr which had

a gold plated effigy impressed into the upper board. There was much

use of morocco leather and hand marbled paper of great variety, as

well as several painted vellum bindings.

One book that prompted much enquiry !.ras tTypographia Naturalisr
which, although half bound with paper sides had a real leaf
skeleton onlaid on the upper board. Margaret subsequently revealed
that this tas laminated with Japanese si1k, a very fine silk chiffon
which is almost invisible vrhen pasted on.

Ihe nineteenth century bindings included a fer* curios such as

Grayrs Elegy (t845) bound in leather from a design by owen Jones in
a rrelievor binding embossed so deeply that it resembled carved wood,

and also a presentation binding of rParables of our Lordr in black
papier nache and plaster; very heavy and uncomfortable to handle.

The evening ended on a high note when Margaret showed us some

of the fabulous prints from the State Libraryrs copy of Banksf
rFlorilegiumr. These are printed from the plates, commissioned by
Sir Joseph Banks, engraved from the original watercolours of Sydney

Parkinson. Alecto Historical Eititions are publishing 1OO sets of
prints from the surviving TB plates, each one ?2O x 55O mm on

special hand made paper. The method of printing is so painstaking
that each set costs about $'lOOrOOO.

We were able to exami"ne closely the delicate detail of line and

colour of these beautiful prints which are both botanically and

historically important.
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When the new State Library is built in the Cultural Centre,
Margaret hopes to have many of the lovely books we sarr, as well as

the rFlorilegiumf pr,ints on d.isplay so that al-I visitors to the
library wilL be able to enjoy them. We felt very privileged to be

able to have a private view of such treasures and are gratefuJ. to
Margaret for staying back for the evening and making our visit so

memorable.

June McNicoI

gug!IgALLeNs Egcgrvgg
Leathercrafterrs NewsLetter (L.A.W.A.) Vo1. 6 no.2 April- 1985

Vol. 5 no. J June 1985

Vo1. 6 3) contains a very timely warning about using
leather dyes and contact glues (used by 1-eathercrafters) in closed
atmospheres. Many of the solvents, including hexane, are neurotoxins
and give symptoms very similar to those of multiple sclerosi.s.

The glues and pastes bookbinders use do not present such

hazards, but leather dyes can, and also some leather dressings
which have a hexane base. The problem seems to be most

pronounced in the U.S. where many leathercrafters work at home in
permanently enclosed, centrally heated houses.

It is well known that toluene, commonly used for removing

adhesive tape is hazardous, so to be on the safe side, do your

bookbinding in a weLL-ventilated arear or a good breeze - except

when doing gold tooling, of course!

Victorian Bookbindersr GuiLd Newsletter VoI. 4 no. 4 May f985

VoI. 4 no. J .Tune 1985

containing two articles by Ron Eadie on rLeather paring
using a French knifer with ill-ustrations

Morocco Bound (G.C.B., N.S.W.) Vo1. 5 no. 1 Feb 1985

containing a good review of the First National- Conference of
Craft Bookbinders - Australia, November 1984

Vol. 5 no. 2 May l)BJ
containing a review of a paper making workshop by Jeruy

Fortasek, a knife sharpening workshop by Keith rurne11, and a
fascinating article on iEnglish fore-edge paintingt by G. Bernard.
Hughes. There are also some useful tips and comments on drying
wet books in a microwave oven.

Leatherworkers Guild of S.A. NewsLetter no.
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from VBG Newsletter vol- . 4/'t

Removing a single page

Sometimes it is'necessary to take a single page out of a book

so that it can be cleaned and repaired. To do this, put an

aluminium plate under the page that is to be removed, then wet a
piece of unwaxed cotton thread and place it on top of the page as

close to the joint as you can. Put another aluminium plate on top
of the page over the thread, close the book, put it in the press and

give it a good nip. You can then pu11 the page away leaving edge

fibres.
After the page has been treated, it can be replaced using

Japanese tissue on both sides. The fibrous edge will strengthen the
join, and the join itself will not show because it is so near the
j oint.

Splitting paper

Sometimes when bind.ing old technical manuals or other books

which have poor paperr you may wish to strengthen some sheets. You

can do this by splitting the sheet and putting a stronger piece
inside.

To split paperl first paste (using flour paste) a stronger
sheet onto each side of the sheet to be split.

Press this and get it really dry. Then split the original
sheet by gently and steadily pulling apart the outside sheets.
Paste another sheet onto one side of the split sheet, align the other
side (using a light table), paste it on and press. l,Jhen all is dry,
dampen the outside sheets and pu1l them off.

(ffris would be a good method. for binding magazines where you

want the cover on the outside and the inside cover inside the board.
But try it on a spare sheet first! )

gAEAII! !',13.ANA!
September means Spring to most peopLe, but to bookbinders

it also means lrJarana! As usual we are doing weekend demonstrations
in the Botanic Gardens, Alice Street on weekends, September 28r29
and October lr5 and 12113.

We do need some new faces to share the l-oad, so if you can

heIp, even if only for a few hours, please let the Hon. Sec. know.

Donrt be afraid you donft know enough as there will be other
knowl-edgeable members around..
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After the usual reading of the minutes, Chips proceeded to
embark on a self-opinionated tirade on the evil forwarding practices
employed by many modern binders. After about a quarter of an hour
of acid criticism, one was left with the inpression that he was the
only binder south of the equator who not only knew the correct
procedures but could aLso carry them out.

After spending nearly half the available time on this subject,
he proceeded to do what he was expected to do by first attempting
to 1ay a leaf of gold on his cushion. Unfortunately it stuck to his
gold knife and by the time it was freed, half the leaf was floating
about the table and the remainder was safely on the cushion. He

then demonstrated the laying down of a single line across a spine.
From our vantage point, the line seemed to consist of more gaps

than gold. However, after a couple more attempts, by which time
the cushion was bare, a more or less clear line was aehieved.
If this is the normal procedure, one gained the impression that gold
lines are a rather costly and time-consuming form of decoration.

He then moved. on to putting down a eentre ornament but
unfortunately did not rock it sufficiently so that only half of the
impression I tookr . A further attempt was made and he appeared

relieved - and surprised? - that a double impression did not result.
A single line ro11 was then brought into use with brilliant success.
The final act was tire ';se of a polishing iron which must have

pleased those who prefer the grain to be crushed into oblivion.

fn fairness to the old boy it must be admitted that the room

was a 1ittle draughty and a Iittle draught to a human being is a

roaring gale to a leaf of gold - and that the bench was rather 1ow

for his antiquated spine. It was now time for tea or coffee with
the audience wondering if it would have learned more had it stayed
at home and l-ooked in at Sale of the Century or even Blankety B1anks!

(unedited report by Chips of his
demonstration of gold leaf gilcling)
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NEW METHOD OF SEWING TOGETHER SINGLE SHEETS

by Tony Anderson

Here are the'basic steps for the rside stitch and pick-up
methodr:

1. Knock up loose sheets and glue spine lightly and allow to dry.
2. Measure the length of the book and make a template ( tfrin
strawboard will do) for punching the holes. Positj-ons for holes
should be approximately 1! mm apart and ] - 4 mm in from the spine.
There must be an 9'1!! number of holes, as this method wil1 not work

with an even number. The template is shown in Figure 1.

3. Make up calico reinforced endpapers and tip them on to the book
(see Figure 2). Make sure the endpapers are a bit longer at the
foredge than the book itself so that there is enough for the
tzi-g-zagt when the end.papers are folded back (see step 10). This
style of endpaper is used by library binders when machine sewing

single sheets and is sewn on as part of the first and last sections.
They are very strong and easy to make.
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4. Using a blunt, round-tipred knife such as a butter knife, slit
the book block into sections of approximately 2 - 3 mm thickness.
Donr t I fol-d out and. tear offf the sections because this sometimes

has a tendency to round off the spine of the sections, resulting in
an uneven spine of the book.

5. When punching the ho1es, keep them in alignment by placing the
template to the head and spine of each sections. To help keep the
tenplate in position, place a weight on it while punching.
6. In sewing the first section, remember to start the needle off
in an upward direction. This will ensure that the needle wil-1

always complete each section in the same manner, i.e., pointing
straight into the next section at the kettle stitch. See Figure J.
This is the reason for the odd number of holes. After tying off
the kettle stitch at the first hole (1oop twice and form the knot
inside the hole) continue down into the second hole and g into the
third ho1e, down into the fourth hole and so on. When you reach
the last ho1e, pu11 the thread tight and I-oop twice to secure the

thread.
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7. In sewing the second section, pass the need1" g!, through the
first hol-e in the second section and down through the second hole
going straight through both sections. Then up through the third
hole once again through both sections, and continue in this manner,

tightening as you go. Tie off by looping through the second

section once you have passed the thread up through both sections
already. See Figure 4.
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8. To sew the third section, pass the needle up through the first
hole in the third section and down through the second hole but this
time bringing the necdle out between the first and second sectionst
opening the two sections with your thumb-naiI. Keeping your

thumb-nai1 travelling along between sections helps to find the holes.

Pass the needle up through the third hole in the second section, up

through the third hole of the third seetion, and then down through

the fourth hole, again bringing the needle out between the first
and second sections. Continue in this manner and tie off by

looping through the second and third sections only (Figure 5).
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9. The last section is sewn thus: after continuing in this
manner you see that the l-ast section is sewn through only once,
leaving gaps betweep each thread on the top of the last section.
Close these gaps by sewing back along the last section on1y, i.e.1
no.t picking up the previous section (tr'igure 5). Tie off the last
section as with the rest, but to secure the thread pass the thread
through the first rside stitchr on top of the last section and

pu11 tight (Figure 6a).

'F tG - G - ftt€ L.4.ST .9fc-rro^,r.

1O. Fold back the endpapers. To do this neatly, first fold out
the top leaf and then carefully fold back along the shoulder.
Rub down with a folder to secure the fold and then release. Upon

releasing you wilL notiee a I zlg-zagt or fWr shape has formed.
Glue down to cover the sewing and press (Figure 7). [he book is
now ready for normal case binding.

( see Figure 7 overleaf)
Tony Anderson feels that the use of tapes in this method is

unnecessary with case bindings. Calico reinforced endpapers are
quite sufficient, and they also serve to prevent sewing threads
showing through the endpaperso Ihe addition of calico or cheese

cloth linings extending on to the endpaper is an ad.ded strength
to the joint. Sunken cords, on the other hand., for laced-on work,
can easily be sewn in as you sew each section but a different
style of endpaper is used.
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Note on the thickness of sections: when using this method

of sewing, books which contain thin leaves may be sewn with sections
approximately J mm thick, but those which contain thick rboard-liker

leaves should be sewn with sections approximately 2 mm thick.
AIso, if you find it difficult to sew through two sections at
once, try passing the needle completely through the already sewn

section, leaving the new section loose as you sew - it can be

ti.ghtened on completing the section. Doing it this way prevents
undue tension on the paper and you wontt bend the needle so much.

(Permission of the author was sought and granted to reprint
this article which appeared in the Victorian Bookbindersr Guild
Newsletter v. J no. 8 September 1984)

ggag ro eo, AgD l{gaL Lsr !.9 !.9.

Note from Eric Archer, Chief Conservatort State Library of
Victoria (VBG Newsletter, June 1985) on the preservation of
valuable books.

Keep them away from dust and out of strong light (preferably

in an acid-free box) and prevent insect attack by using camphort

but not naphthalene, para-dichlorbenzene or Shel-ltox.
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Please contact the Purchasin6 Officer, Kev Cooper, for

supplies of the fol-lowing materials.
Board L6oz $O.BO; 24oz $1.00; 32oz
Bone folders 5tL"

Brushes S2.OO

Buckram (b1actl f-ight blr:er dark blue, royal, brownr greXr
green, maroon, red, terracotta)

Coverex (brown, green, red, navy blue)
Crash canvas

Brigadoon End papers (assorted colours)
$0.40 to

)OOmL

lOo m1

500ml

$t.4o
$2.50

a $8,00
$5.50 tl

$ 4.50 M

$J.50 M

.50 ea.

$1.O0 M

$4.Oo ea.

$2.O0

$]. oo

$2. oo

$4.5o t't

$5. oo

Headband

Marbled Endpapers ( imported)
Glue P.V.A.

Acid free
Paste 1066

Ruskin (red, maroon, blue)
Linen thread 2 ply

IIg IlII:I9
Tom Scales, 14 Rawson St, Wooloowin, Brisbane
Jim & Marlene Leinster, ZJJ Gregory Tce, Spring
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Members wilL be pleased to learn that the guillotine, kindly

donated to us by the Kangaroo Point T.A.F.E. is at last in working
order. It has a 26&tt (670 mm) cut and will easily cut through a

telephone book. It is available to any member of the Guild who

wants to use it and can be found at 11O Andrew Ave, Tarragindi-.
Please contact the Hon. Sec. beforehand to nake sure that the roon
is unlocked.

RIPTI0NS

Are you sure you have paid your Annual Subscription for
198r/85? If you have notr you will find a red star on the wrapper
of this Newsletter which will be the last one available to
non-financial members.

Single $15.OO Family *22.50 Country $7.50

ar.Lga! gsgsg

4olo ph. 5? ,az4
Hi1I, Brisbane 4OOO

Ph. 226 8250


